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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new algorithm for implementing subband,
adaptive filtering using recursive least squares (RLS) with round
robin regularization. We show that modern microprocessors with
SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) instructions can now im-
plement RLS for practical problems thereby avoiding the numerical
stability issues associated with fast RLS (FRLS). The desired sig-
nal may be multichannel as in the stereo, acoustic echo cancellation
(AEC) problem where the separate channels of the playback signals
are often highly correlated. In this case, the recursive computation
of the inverse correlation matrix in RLS will diverge. To avoid this
problem, we extend adaptive subband RLS to include round robin
regularization. The new, regularized RLS (RRLS) algorithm has
been implemented in real-time on a personal computer (PC) for the
stereo AEC problem and performs well in typical PC scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a new, robust version of recursive, least
squares (RLS) and apply the algorithm to the stereo, acoustic echo
cancellation (AEC) problem. AEC removes the echo captured by a
microphone when a sound is simultaneously played through speak-
ers located in close proximity to the microphone. Previously, many
adaptive filter algorithms have been implemented using either LMS
(least mean square) or fast RLS (FRLS) due to the limited processing
capabilities of older general purpose CPUs (central processing units)
and DSPs (digital signal processors). LMS and FRLS are O(N)
compared to O(N2) for RLS. However, LMS and normalized LMS
(NLMS) do not work well for the stereo AEC problem, while FRLS
can be unstable even with attempts to stabilize the algorithm [1].
With the recent introduction of very fast CPUs with SIMD (single
instruction, multiple data) operations and VLIW (very long instruc-
tion word) DSPs, implementing real-time RLS is now an option for
modern processors. It is well known that adaptive subband filters or
frequency domain adaptive filters typically converge more quickly
than time domain adaptive filters. The improved convergence is due
to the small eigenvalue spread within the subband when compared
to processing full bandwidth, time domain signals. In this paper,
we implement adaptive subband filters using RLS to solve the stereo
AEC problem. However, RLS will still become unstable in the stereo
AEC problem when the playback data sent to the speakers is highly
correlated across the channels. In this case, the correlation matrix of
the input data quickly becomes singular depending on the value of
the forgetting factor. To solve this problem, we extend the standard,
adaptive subband RLS algorithm to prevent the correlation matrix
from becoming singular thereby causing the RLS adaptive filter to
diverge. This new method is called regularized RLS (RRLS) and it
periodically regularizes the correlation matrix for each subband by
adding a small value to the diagonal of the individual correlation ma-

trices. Regularization is often used in machine learning algorithms
to choose the most likely solution in the case where the solution is
undefined. RLS achieves its efficiency by recursively computing the
inverse correlation matrix instead of updating the correlation matrix
directly. Since we must regularize the correlation matrix instead of
the inverse correlation matrix which involves the computation of two
matrix inverses, RRLS uses a round robin scheme to regularize one
or more subbands for each new frame of capture and playback data
thereby minimizing the CPU consumption.

Stereo AEC has been an active area of research for the past
decade [2] [3] [4]. Primarily, previous stereo AEC research has fo-
cused on transmitting a stereo speech signal, captured by stereo mi-
crophones, during a video conferencing session. This scenario leads
to the well known problem that the solution is non-unique [3] [4].
As a result, stereo acoustic echo cancellers must learn and track the
acoustic transfer functions from the remote person to the two sep-
arate microphones in the far end room in addition to the acoustic
transfer functions from each speaker to each microphone in the near
end room. To avoid this problem, the stereo speech signals are usu-
ally decorrelated by processing each channel with a non-linear trans-
form [3] [4].

While the multiple microphone, multiple transmitted channel
problem described above is a highly important research problem,
this scenario is not used in practice on a personal computer today.
For internet telephony, voice is either captured using a single micro-
phone, or captured using a microphone array and transmitted via a
single channel after beamforming. There are a number of scenar-
ios where using a non-linear transform to decorrelate the playback
signals can be problematic. For example, in internet gaming with
3D sounds and voice chat, processing the playback channels with
non-linear transforms can destroy the 3D game sounds implemented
using HRTFs (head related transfer functions) and cross-talk can-
cellation. In addition, audiophiles will complain about the added
distortion when listening to background music played while using
speech recognition or during a video conferencing session. Further-
more, the non-unique solution problem described by [3] does not
exist for multiple people speaking simultaneously located in the far
end room; it arises when one person speaks in one location and then
a second person starts speaking in a second location after the first
person has become silent. Since most stereo music involves multi-
ple instruments playing simultaneously and 3D games usually have
more than one sound playing at a given time, the two most com-
mon sources of multichannel playback signals, we have not found
the non-uniqueness problem to be a significant issue on the PC dur-
ing real-time listening tests with the new RRLS algorithm. In this
paper, we show that even for a case where the non-uniqueness prob-
lem is constructed, the distortion in the near end captured speech can
be minimized by adjusting the regularization constant in the RRLS
algorithm.
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Adaptive, subband filtering was used for AEC in [5]. In [5],
Hätty uses FRLS and a round-robin scheme to completely reinitial-
ize each subband periodically. In the RRLS algorithm, we instead
use a regularization method to slightly modify the correlation matrix
thereby avoiding artifacts generated by completely resetting a sub-
band’s adaptive filter. Gay [6] first proposed a dynamically, regular-
ized FRLS (DR-FRLS) algorithm and applied it to the AEC problem.
However, the algorithm was implemented in the time domain for the
mono AEC problem. We experimented with a stabilized version of
FRLS [1] applied to the frequency domain, but unfortunately, it still
diverges for the stereo AEC problem where the correlation between
the channels is often very high. In [4], an adaptive subband, stereo
AEC is proposed using stabilized FRLS. However, this algorithm is
still unstable and must use a parallel, adaptive filter architecture to
reset individual subbands if they become unstable. The new RRLS
algorithm is completely robust and does not suffer from any insta-
bility in the individual subbands. In addition, it does not require a
parallel AEC structure to reinitialize the tap weights thereby saving
additional CPU cycles.

This paper is organized as follows. The stereo AEC system ar-
chitecture is given in section 2. In section 3, we describe the new
robust, RLS algorithm with round robin regularization. Finally the
algorithmic and computational performance of the RRLS algorithm
is analyzed in section 4 and conclusions provided in section 5.

2. STEREO AEC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

An adaptive subband AEC system with stereo playback is shown in
figure 1. Even though we focus on stereo playback in this paper,
the algorithm can handle more than two playback channels. The
playback signal x is composed of two channels x(0) and x(1). The
stereo playback signal can be generated in many ways. For example,
it may be a true stereo signal (e.g. music, computer sounds), mono
speech, silence, or a combination of speech and music. An analog
speaker signal is played out through the speakers and produces an
echo at the microphone. In addition to the echo from the speakers,
the audio signal that is captured by the microphone is also composed
of the desired near-end speech and background noise. The audio
signal captured by the microphone is given by y. As shown in figure
1, we perform AEC processing by using adaptive subband filtering.
The subbands are computed using the modulated complex lapped
transform (MCLT) [7], although other frequency domain transforms
can also be used (e.g. Fast Fourier Transform). Separate analysis
filterbanks convert each of the stereo playback signals from the time
domain signals, x(0) and x(1), to the frequency domain signals,
X(0) and X(1), respectively. Likewise, a third analysis filterbank
converts the mono microphone signal from the time domain to the
frequency domain signal Y . A separate adaptive filter is run on each
subband independent of the other subbands. After cancelling the
echo, the resulting frequency domain signal is transformed back to
the time domain using a synthesis filterbank.

3. ROBUST RLS WITH ROUND-ROBIN
REGULARIZATION ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

RLS [8] is a fast method to solve the normal equation

Wopt = R−1p (1)

where Wopt is the optimal weight vector, R is the correlation ma-
trix for the multichannel playback data, and p is the cross-correlation
vector between the playback data and the mono capture data. If R
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Fig. 1. Adaptive Subband Based Stereo AEC System.

starts to become close to singular, then the values in its inverse be-
come very large and a valid estimate of the weight vector cannot be
found. The correlation matrix becomes almost singular if the indi-
vidual playback channels are highly correlated. To prevent the cor-
relation matrix from becoming almost singular, we propose a new
round robin scheme to regularize the correlation matrix for a partic-
ular subband. The new RLS algorithm with round-robin regulariza-
tion is:

P(0, m) = δ−1I (2)

Ŵ(1, m) = 0 (3)

RoundRobinCount = 0; (4)

for each subband m = 0 · · ·M − 1, compute

K(m) =
λ−1P(n − 1, m)X(n, m)

1 + λ−1XH(n, m)P(n − 1, m)X(n, m)

(5)

ξ(m) = Y (n, m) − ŴH(n, m)X(n, m) (6)

Ŵ(n + 1, m) = Ŵ(n, m) + K(m)ξ∗(m) (7)

P(n, m) = λ−1P(n − 1, m)

− λ−1K(m)XH(n, m)P(n − 1, m) (8)

if (m == RoundRobinCount)

R(n, m) = P−1(n, m) (9)

R(n, m) = R(n, m) + βRLSI (10)

P(n, m) = R−1(n, m) (11)

end

end
RoundRobinCount = RoundRobinCount + 1
if (RoundRobinCount == MaxRoundRobinCount)

RoundRobinCount = 0
end

where n ≥ 1 is the frame of audio data, δ is a small constant, I
is the identity matrix, M is the number of subbands,

K(m) = [K(m, 0) · · ·K(m, C ∗ L − 1)]T
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is the multichannel Kalman gain vector, C is the number of channels,
L is the subband filter length,

X(n, m) =

[X(n, m, 0) · · ·X(n, m, C − 1)

X(n − 1, m, 0) · · ·X(n − L + 1, m, C − 1)]T

is the multichannel speaker input vector, P(n, m) is the inverse of
R(n, m), P−1(n, m) is the inverse of the inverse correlation matrix,
βRLS is the regularization factor,

Ŵ(n, m) =

[Ŵ (n, m, 0) · · · Ŵ (n, m, C − 1)

Ŵ (n − 1, m, 0) · · · Ŵ (n − L + 1, m, C − 1)]

is the weight vector, λ is the forgetting factor, and ξ∗ is the complex
conjugate of the error.

3.1. Round Robin Regularization

The regularization process corresponds to equations (9) to (11). To
regularize the correlation matrix R, we can either add a small value
to each term on the diagonal or set the terms along the diagonal
to some threshold value if they become smaller than the threshold.
βRLS can be a small constant (e.g. 5000 with 16-bit input data), or
βRLS can be chosen using other non-uniform techniques.

By regularizing each subband in a round robin scheme, the CPU
consumption involved with the two matrix inverses can be mini-
mized. A round robin scheme is where a single band or several
bands are regularized per frame or one band is regularized every
several frames. Depending on the actual round robin scheme, the
counter, RoundRobinCount, which points to the current band to
be regularized is updated to point to the next band or group of bands
to be regularized and reset back to the first band if necessary. Select-
ing a value for MaxRoundRobinCount depends upon the value
of the exponential forgetting factor. The value of λ is usually chosen
as a trade off between the convergence accuracy of the RLS solution
and the tracking speed. If λ is very close to 1, the RLS algorithm
will obtain very accurate tap weights and hence cancel most of the
echo provided nothing moves in the near end room. However for
large values of λ, if someone moves, then the RLS algorithm cannot
track the changes in the acoustic environment quickly. The value of
MaxRoundRobinCount should be chosen such that the correla-
tion matrix of the speaker signal is regularized often enough so that
λMaxRoundRobinCount does not reach too small a value. Such a
small value would produce a correlation matrix that is almost singu-
lar.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section presents an analysis of the algorithmic and computa-
tional performance of the new RRLS algorithm. For the following
experiments, stereo playback wave files were played on a PC and
captured in real-time in a standard 10’ x 10’ x 8’ office. In order
to isolate the performance of the RRLS algorithm, both the capture
and playback sampling rates are 16 kHz. The AEC algorithm can
be extended to higher playback sampling rates using frequency do-
main interpolation [9]. In this paper, we use the MCLT to implement
the adaptive subband stereo AEC algorithm [7] in order to minimize

to end-to-end latency when combined with a modified G.722.1 en-
coder. As mentioned in the introduction, stereo AEC with a mono
source located in the far end room leads to a non-unique solution.
RRLS does not solve this problem, but by varying the regulariza-
tion constant, the amount of residual echo due to a change in the
far end room can be minimized. To investigate the behavior of the
RRLS algorithm, we played a mono speech file recorded from one
person with a gain of 0.9220 on one channel and 0.3873 on the sec-
ond channel. At sample 2.4e5 which occurs 15 seconds after the
first person started speaking, we switch the mono speech file to a
second speaker and reverse the gains on each channel. This setup
could represent a simple video conference call with mono speech
transmission and constant power panning to simulate the location
of different speakers. In figure 2, we show how choosing the reg-
ularization constant, βRLS , affects the residual of the RRLS algo-
rithm. The plots show that by increasing the value of βRLS , we can
significantly decrease the amount distortion in the envelope of the
processed near end speech. Without regularization, we show in fig-
ure 3 that the algorithm quickly becomes unstable and diverges for
the experiment as expected. Figure 4 compares the echo return loss
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Fig. 2. Signal Envelope for Panning Change with βRLS = 1500 in
the left figure and βRLS = 5000 in the right figure.
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enhancement (ERLE) for RRLS, RLS and NLMS where the ERLE
is defined in [9]. The wave file played by the speakers is a light jazz
track. As shown in figure 4, both the RRLS and standard RLS per-
form much better than NLMS. To better understand how RRLS and
RLS compare, we plot the ERLE difference between RRLS and RLS
algorithm in figure 5 for the two plots shown in figure 4. During the
initial convergence, the standard RLS performs better than the new
RRLS. During this portion of the music, a solo percussion track is
panned from the right speaker to the left and the standard RLS is
able to adapt more quickly. However, figure 5 shows that after con-
vergence, the RRLS usually has better ERLE than the standard RLS
algorithm by up to 6 dB depending on the correlation between the
two playback channels.

Finally, we investigate the real-time performance of the new
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RRLS algorithm. The accuracy results, above, reflected RRLS pro-
cessing for 280 bands of the 320 bands produced by the MCLT for
16 kHz data using 20 msec frames. The lower 72 bands are pro-
cessed using adaptive filters with 7 taps providing 140 msec of can-
cellation. The upper 208 bands are processed with 4 taps. The al-
gorithm consumes about 22.1% of a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4. To
achieve the result, the core RLS algorithm is implemented using sin-
gle precision floating point SSE instructions. The inverse functions
are implemented in standard C using double precision arithmetic.
Furthermore, the CPU consumption drops to 13.4% of the same pro-
cessor when the upper 208 bands are processed using NLMS in-
stead of RRLS [4]. Historically, algorithmic complexities are often
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measured by the number of multiplies. However, modern general
purpose CPUs with SIMD instruction sets as well as current DSPs
are much more complex than the older DSPs originally used to run

signal processing algorithms. These modern processors use on-chip
cache and virtual memory managers to significantly improve perfor-
mance. The authors have found that signal processing algorithms im-
plemented on general purpose CPUs are often cache bound instead
of CPU bound. In addition, algorithms implemented using SIMD
instruction sets perform much better for simpler algorithms since
updating large numbers for pointers and reloading internal variables
significantly reduce the efficiencies of SIMD implementations. The
RLS algorithm falls into this category of simple algorithms and is
well suited to SIMD implementations. Using the SIMD instructions
on an 800 MHz Pentium III to implement just the four core RLS
equations, we noted a speed up of approximately 3x for the entire
adaptive subband, stereo AEC system as compared to implement-
ing the four equations in C. With the recent improvements in CPU
clock rates along with the addition of SIMD instruction sets, many
complex algorithms previously thought to be too slow for real world
applications are now practical.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a new robust RRLS algorithm with
round robin regularization and applied it to the stereo AEC problem.
This new algorithm has been implemented in real-time on a stan-
dard PC and exhibits good performance for cancelling the echo from
stereo playback signals without adding distortion from non-linear
transforms. By regularizing the inverse of the correlation matrix, we
can minimize the distortion in the near end speech. In addition, the
new RRLS algorithm can also be combined with adding non-linear
transforms [3] to the playback signal to make additional trade-offs
between distortion in the stereo playback signal and the captured
near end speech.
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